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CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION 

 

Slang is an informal language that expresses the words and old words in a new way. It 

may consist of new words and impolite words, like sucker and shit. The writer observes that 

slang is an informal language which does not only include words, but words used by a particular 

social context in a certain way. Some people almost use slang in their community, and therefore 

only few could understand the meaning. They use slang to make the words short that makes it 

easier for interaction with others. 

After analyzing 32 data, the writer found how slang words have been created by 

analyzing the word formation as proposed by Yule (2010) and finding how the slang can imply 

the social status of the teenagers that is proposed by Marttinen (2010). The writer found 6 word 

formations of 11 of word formations such as etymology, coinage, compounding, blending, 

clipping, and acronyms. Slangs are mostly found in Black Eyed Peas’ song lyrics that come from 

the new words (coinage) and the new term (blending).  It is created by Black Eyed Peas who 

used in their song lyrics. The teenagers usually make a style of its slang. They are filled by 

curiosity and crazy with new things, so they are ready against the language rules apply in that 

community.  

Social status shows who they are and where they come from. It can affect languages 

included into slang, such as social class, age, gender, rap, and African American people. Black 

people become slaves in America. Day after day, they use their own language and develop to 

form the word of slang. Slang was originally created by black skin and only understood by them. 
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Overall, the writer concludes that group named Black Eyed Peas mostly use slang in their 

song lyrics by creating the new words. The use of slang is aimed to show their social identity by 

creating the short words. Black eyed peas may use slang freely. The slang is socially accepted by 

people nowadays, not because it is slang, but because slang is a skill and adds new words to the 

language. 

 


